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Freight  Notes
The Newsletter of the Mississippi Valley Freight Coalition

From the Editor:

This issue of the Freight 
Notes contains a summary of 
the annual meeting of the 
Mississippi Valley Freight 
Coalition, held in April in 
Kansas City.  Despite travel 
issues in several departments, 
the meeting was well attended 
and an overall success. These 
notes are intended to be of 
help to those who could not 
make the meeting.  All the 
presentations and podcasts 
can be found on our website: 
mississippivalleyfreight.org.  

Ernie Wittwer 
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FREIGHT NOTES NUMBER 4! SPRING 2009

MVFC Annual Meeting

The third annual meeting of the Mississippi Valley Freight Coalition 

was held on April 14, 15 and 16 in Kansas City. State agency 

representatives, metropolitan planning organization personnel, 

federal employees and private sector freight experts met to hear 

speakers and exchanged ideas and experiences. The following is a 

short summary of the comments made by those speakers.

Host State Comments

The two host states, Missouri and Kansas, shared information on freight 

related activities in each of their states. Both departments have recently 

added staff and emphasis to freight issues. 

Missouri 

Ernie Perry, MoDOT, told of the importance of freight to his state. The 

state’s central location makes it ideal for warehousing and distribution. 

Forty-three percent of the nation’s population and 44% of the nation’s 

manufacturing plants are located within 500 miles of the state. Four 

point five percent of state jobs are in the transportation and logistics 

sector, the largest employment cluster in the state. Eighteen of the states 

50 top employers are freight 

dependent.

Because of the importance of 

freight to the economy, MoDOT 

has placed greater emphasis on 

it. Ernie pointed to four focus 

areas for freight in MoDOT: 1) 

creating an environment for 

success; 2) engaging with freight 

partners; 3) expanding system 

capacity; and 4) evaluating 

performance.

To illustrate their efforts, two 

projects were discussed. The 
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first is a feasibility study for creating a shortline rail service between Columbia and Centralia, see the 

map above. The project is evaluating whether an existing transloading facility could be expanded to 

generate more traffic, making the shortline connection to the Norfolk-Southern mainline in Centralia an 

attractive service both for shippers and for the mainline rail. If the project is successful, it will have 

elements of a public-private partnership.

The second effort discussed deals with reestablishing 

freight traffic on the Missouri River. In recent years, 

concerns over environmental issues, particularly the fish 

shown in the picture to the left, have caused federal 

agencies to effectively lower the water level in the 

Missouri, making it difficult for standard tugs and barges 

to operate. The state is evaluating whether low-draft craft 

might be used on the river and if they were, if sufficient 

traffic would be generated to make the service viable. 

They are considering the potential for various public-

private arrangements that might make the craft available.  

Kansas

John Maddox, KDOT, gave an overview of freight activities in Kansas. KDOT is in the process of doing 

a number of freight related studies:

• The Kansas Statewide Freight Study and Commodity Flow Analysis is scheduled to be 

complete in April 2009.

• The Kansas Statewide Rail Plan Update, a 12 month study, is scheduled to begin in July 2009.

• The Statewide Weigh and Inspection Station Analysis is underway.

•  A multimodal study with a major freight component is being done for the five counties of 

Wyandotte, Leavenworth, Johnson, Miami, and Douglas.

• KDOT is assisting MPOs in Kansas City and Wichita on freight studies.

KDOT is using over $2.1 million of Stimulus funding for shortline rail projects. In a statewide open call 

for projects, 17 applications were received which would have required about $18 million. 

Finally KDOT recently received legislative approval to raise over size/over weight truck permit fees, for 

the first time in 50 years. The increased revenues will be used to modernize the state’s permit processing 

system.

Keynote Address

Secretary Deb Miller, of the Kansas DOT, shared thoughts and insights from the senior agency 

management perspective. Recalling part of the discussion that followed John Maddox’s presentation, 

she urged the Coalition to address regional permitting in some manner, perhaps through a peer review 

process.
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Secretary Miller shared her opinions on the upcoming authorization discussions, and noted that the 

financial obstacles nationally will be the major stumbling block to making major progress.  The 

insolvency of the trust fund, which will have to be addressed again in 2010, will make reauthorization 

difficult. Moreover, it could make the transition between bills even harder, since continuing resolutions 

will not work, if the fund is insolvent. 

Added to these problems is the perception of some that the stimulus package has addressed 

transportation. Some still have this view despite the work of two national commissions that have met, 

gathered information and come to essentially the same conclusions: we need to invest significantly 

more in transportation. 

The AASHTO recommendations are significant for an organization that has traditionally supported 

state agency interests in transportation. She noted the recommendations to create a new freight 

program, a large portion of which would be targeted to projects of national significance, as a major 

change for the states. Recommendations for performance measures represent another departure, 

something that many state CEOs may have concerns about, but that most agree are the correct way to 

manage a program. Finally, urging a stronger federal role in defining a future transportation vision and 

direction is also a major change.

During Q&A, it was noted that there seems to be a disconnect between industry and the DOTs on size 

and weight issues, and that further discussion is required on the use of alternatives to the fuel tax, such 

vehicle miles of travel (VMT) taxes. 

Industry Panel

A panel of three representing three very different private companies involved in the freight business 

shared ideas with the group. Mac McMichael, of Alliance Shippers, Steven Dodd, of BNSF, and Shellee 

Currier, of WATCO Companies, spoke. Each panelists gave a short overview of their company.

Mac McMichael

Alliance is a privately owned company that has 

been in business since 1977. It is an asset based 

and a non-asset based provider with global 

coverage. Mac noted that the key to success was 

getting the right customers and keeping them. 

To illustrate this point, he showed the slide to 

the right.

The company philosophy emphasizes  service 

throughout its range of operations, which are 

illustrated in the following graphic.
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  Steve Dodd

BNSF is one of the largest railroads in the country. It 

operates in 28 states and two Canadian provinces on 

some 32,000 route miles. Each year it hauls enough 

grain to supply 900 million people with a year’s 

supply of bread and enough coal to heat one in ten of 

the nation’s homes. It is the largest intermodal rail 

carrier, lifting a container or trailer every 7.5 

seconds.

The BNSF US network is shown in the map to the 

left.

Steve noted that one of the major challenges 

facing railroad companies was maintaining and 

expanding their infrastructure. Over ten years 

BNSF has invested over $700 million in double 

tracking its entire Transcon route from LA to 

Chicago, which is illustrated in the graphic below.

BNSF has also made significant investments in 

intermodal facilities, which combine facilities to 

accommodate unit trains, container and trailer 

lifts and warehousing. One such facility is now 

under construction just outside of Kansas City. All 

BNSF intermodal facilities are shown on the map 

below.

Shellee Currier

WATCO is an all encompassing industry serving 

rail, mechanical, switching, storage, trucking, 

warehousing and intermodal needs of customers 

in 24 states. It began as a switching operation in 
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1983. It is the third largest shortline rail operator in the US with 20 shortline railroads, operating on 

3,500 miles of track. It also has 20 switching operations, 14 mechanical shops, 12 transloading 

location, and two intermodal locations. 

Some 2,200 employees work for WATCO. 

A graphical illustration of these facilities is 

a the right.

WATCO operates with the philosophy that 

you cannot improve what you cannot 

measure, so they track the trends of their 

services and of their services’ affect on 

their customers. These tracking reports are 

provided regularly to all of their customers 

and partners.

Its strategic business model, which 

highlights the importance of both 

customers and partners, is illustrated in the 

following.

Discussion

During the discussions, several issues arose 

concerning the continued interaction between the 

private sector and the public agencies.  The 

panelists noted that the public sector can help 

with infrastructure and responsiveness.  The 

MVFC was recognized as an example of how the 

two can work efficiently to better relationships.  

The panelists also noted that the public sector 

can improve driver training so that truck

\passenger vehicle conflicts are reduced.

Public support for appropriate intermodal 

facilities was also raised as a key area that can 

assist the private companies make the necessary 

investments to keep their operations efficient and competitive.

BNSF noted that the public understanding of the business models for rail still is lacking.   

The panel emphasized the importance of using organizations like the Council of Supply Chain 

Management Professionals to interface with the private sector.  One of the carriers noted however that 

the lower their company can keep their profile the better.
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Luncheon Speaker

Paul Nowicki, Assistant Vice President of BNSF, spoke at lunch.  His presentation covered a wide 

range of topics and observations, including the opinion that the climate has been improved between his 

company and national transportation leaders after the release of the report of the National Policy and 

Revenue Commission’s findings. 

He used the CREATE project, which is a partnership of private companies and public agencies 

dedicated to improving rail transportation in Chicago, to discuss the need for cooperation between the 

public and private sectors. Chicago is the nation’s rail hub. It has more than 1,200 trains per day. 

CREATE will construct 78 projects, including 25 grade 

separation, six flyovers and 47 railroad projects, to 

improve the movement of rail and highway traffic in 

the city. Delays in public funding and increases in 

project costs have demonstrated the need for trust, 

patience, persistence and perseverance. 

One of the basic issues facing the rail industry is 

profitability. He used the graphic to the left to make the 

point that rails carry 42% of the freight ton-miles, but 

generate only 10% of the freight revenues. 

Since deregulation rail productivity and volumes 

have increased, while prices and revenue have 

fallen. The graphic to the right uses an index to 

illustrate these points.

This challenge is made greater by the huge capital 

investments required in the industry. Other major 

industries in the US invest between three and six 

percent of their revenues in capital. The rail industry 

invests about 10% of its revenues in capital, much of 

that related to right of way. 

He argued that environmental and economic concerns 

should make public policy supportive of a greater use 

of rail for freight. The carbon footprints of rail and 

truck, at left, were used to illustrate his point. He also 

noted the much greater fuel efficiency of rail over truck.  
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Opposition to the proposal comes from many 

constituencies but can be objectively addressed

Concern Potential Solution

Safety Additional axle equalizes braking power

Road wear Additional axle reduces pounds per tire

Funding Registration fees to offset bridge impact

Reduced Rail 

Utilization

WI study found increased weight limit 

would not transfer cargo from rail to 

roads.

Unions / Job 

Security

Driver shortage ensures there will be 

work

Carrier Investment Rate structures to provide ROI
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"/*"2E%

• T#-#/*%5'4F*2-6'4%'4%
U4-*/2-"-*%/'#-*2%
5'#$)%$*")%-'%
645/*"2*)%-/#5L%
H'$#>*2%'4%"/-*/6"$2E%

• &"6$/'")2%"/*%'D*/"-64F%4*"/%5"D"56-1+%06-(%26F46P65"4-%64H*2->*4-%4**)*)%-'%>"64-"64%
>"/L*-%2("/*%64%-(*%,#-#/*E%

• B(*%/*2#$-%06$$%8*%645/*"2*)%5'4F*2-6'4%"4)%)*$"1%0(65(%",,*5-%8'-(%D"22*4F*/%
-/"42D'/-"-6'4%"4)%/*F6'4"$%5'>>*/5*E%

• <#*%-'%$6>6-*)%/"6$%2*/H65*%8*-0**4%U^%"4)%-(*%0*2-*/4%?@+%"%26F46P65"4-%D'/-6'4%',%8'-(%
648'#4)%"4)%'#-8'#4)%/"6$%5'>>')6-1%-'44"F*2%"/*%-/"42,*//*)%8*-0**4%5"//6*/2%"4)%
>')*2%64%3(65"F'E%

• U4)6"4"%62%0*$$%D'26-6'4*)%,'/%F/'0-(%64%-(*%2*5-'/2%-("-%"/*%)*D*4)*4-%'4%,/*6F(-%
F'')2%>'H*>*4-E%%U4%'/)*/%,'/%-(62%F/'0-(%-'%'55#/+%U4)6"4"J2%64,/"2-/#5-#/*%>#2-%8*%
"8$*%-'%L**D%D"5*E

!$**'6.%"(

<"H*%3(/62-6"42'4+%:^<AB+%)*25/68*)%:644*2'-"J2%"DD/'"5(%-'%D/'P6$64F%"4)%,'/*5"2-64F%,/*6F(-%
P$'02%"-%-(*%/*F6'4"$%$*H*$E%%:644*2'-"J2%>'2-%/*5*4-%2-"-*06)*%,/*6F(-%D$"4%0"2%5'>D$*-*)%64%
[\\W+%"4)%"%2*/6*2%',%/*F6'4"$%,/*6F(-%D$"42%62%64-*4)*)%-'%8#6$)%#D'4%D/*H6'#2%D$"4464F%*,,'/-2%81%
D/'H6)64F%"4%64I)*D-(%5("/"5-*/6G"-6'4%',%,/*6F(-%-/*4)2%"4)%5'>>')6-6*2%P$'02E%B'%)"-*+%"%
/*F6'4"$%,/*6F(-%2-#)1%,'/%<62-/65-%b%64%-(*%2'#-(0*2-*/4%"/*"%',%-(*%2-"-*%("2%8**4%5'>D$*-*)E%
@-#)6*2%,'/%^'/-(%:644*2'-"%h%.625'4264%=<62-/65-%]+%[+%"4)%^'/-(0*2-%.625'4264C+%.*2-*/4%

Initial Findings

! Indiana’s Freight dependent industries are healthy and growing (representing a 
larger % of GSP than the national average)

! Due to its strategic location, proximity to large consumer markets, and excellent 
transportation  network, Indiana is well poised for economic growth

! Indiana’s air and marine freight industries are vibrant with capacity to expand 

– Indiana lacks efficient rail service to/from the West, as well as north-south linkages 
for bulk commodities

– Indiana’s distribution potential is limited due to rail service limitations

– Indiana’s lack of intermodal facilities limits its ability to benefit from commodities 
moving “through” the state

– Lack of east-west roadways in the northern portion of the state results in delays in 
the movement of freight around the Chicago metropolitan area 

– Indiana’s urban areas are beginning to experience congestion, which can be 

expected to worsen in the future without infrastructure improvements

– Lack of Ohio River crossings limits access to Southern Indiana, hindering 
industry/port development
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:644*2'-"%=<62-/65-%[+%Y+%"4)%_C+%"4)%-(*%B064%36-6*2%:*-/'%"/*"%"/*%D/'D'2*)%,'/%[\\_iV%
=6$$#2-/"-*)%64%-(*%,'$$'064F%F/"D(65CE%
B(*/*%"/*%"%4#>8*/%',%)*$6H*/"8$*2%*ND*5-*)%,/'>%-(*%
/*F6'4"$%D$"4464F%*,,'/-2+%">'4F%-(*>Z%

j @12-*>%64H*4-'/1%h%>"DD64F
j 3'>>')6-1i64)#2-/1%2*5-'/%D/'P6$*2
j U4)#2-/1%64-*/H6*02%"4)%/*2*"/5(
j 9'H*/4>*4-"$%D/'F/">%"4"$12*2+%"4)%

6>D/'H*>*4-2%
j U>D$*>*4-"-6'4%2-/"-*F6*2E

:/E%3(/62-6"42'4%4'-*)%-("-%-(*%4*5*22"/1%'#-D#-%,/'>%
-(*%2-#)6*2%=-'%6>D/'H*%/*F6'4"$%,/*6F(-%-/"42D'/-C%62Z%

]E B'%(6F($6F(-%"/*"%5("/"5-*/62-652%h%4**)2E%
[E U)*4-6,1%D'$656*2%'4%/"6$%2#DD'/-+%,"56$6-6*2%

64H*2->*4-+%-/#5L%D*/>6-2%"4)%0*6F(-2E
kE !/'H6)*%,/*6F(-%F#6)"45*%,'/%(6F(0"1%D$"4464FE
YE U)*4-6,1%D/'O*5-%$62-%h%64H*2->*4-%4**)2E
WE !/'H6)*%U4-*F/"-6'4%06-(%$'5"$+%<62-/65-+%h%@-"-*%D$"4464F%*,,'/-2E

E"*6"6

a'(4%:"))'N+%g<AB+%)*25/68*)%5#//*4-%2-"-*06)*%,/*6F(-%D$"4464F%*,,'/-2%64%g"42"2%-("-%"6>%-'%
)*H*$'D%"%212-*>2I$*H*$%'H*/H6*0%',%-(*%*N-*4-%"4)%D*/,'/>"45*%',%-(*%2-"-*J2%,/*6F(-%
-/"42D'/-"-6'4%212-*>E%%B(62%06$$%8*%-(*%P6/2-%5'>D/*(*426H*%,/*6F(-%D$"4%,'/%-(*%2-"-*%"4)%06$$%
/*2#$-%64%"%2*-%',%2-/"-*F65+%64,/"2-/#5-#/*+%642-6-#-6'4"$+%"4)%D'$651%/*5'>>*4)"-6'42%0(65(%5"4%8*%

64-*F/"-*)%06-(%-(*%g<AB%$'4FI
/"4F*%D$"4464F%D/'5*22E

g*1%,/*6F(-%622#*2%"4)%5("$$*4F*2%
,"564F%g"42"2%"/*%2('04%64%-(*%
P6F#/*%"-%$*,-E%%%

B(*%2-#)1%("2%8**4%"%D/*5#/2'/%
-'%2*H*/"$%L*1%-/*4)2Z%%645/*"2*)%
,/*6F(-%D$"4464F%"4)%
645'/D'/"-6'4%',%,/*6F(-%4**)2%64%
"F*451%)*5626'4I>"L64F+%-(*%
,'/>"-6'4%',%"%&"6$/'")%;)H62'/1%
3'>>6--**+%-(*%,'/>"-6'4%',%"%
T/*6F(-%;)H62'/1%3'>>6--**+%"4)%
645/*"2*)%"--*4-6'4%-'%'H*/26G*I
'H*/06*F(-%D*/>6--64F%"4)%
/'#-64F%D/"5-65*2E

Regional Freight Studies

Metro

Northwest Minnesota
and Wisconsin

Southwest Minnesota

Districts 2, 4, 8
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=+.6$*C(E'A*.%'(900#'66
3(/62%9#-6*//*G+%!/*26)*4-%',%g3%@>"/-D'/-+%D/'H6)*)%"4%'H*/H6*0%',%g3%@>"/-D'/-%'D*/"-6'42%"4)%
,/*6F(-%"5-6H6-6*2E%%9#-6*//*G%2D'L*%-'%@>"/-D'/-J2%#46Q#*%"DD/'"5(%-'%D/'H6)64F%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%
2*/H65*2%64%-(*%g"42"2%36-1%"/*"+%0(65(%5'>864*2%64$"4)%D'/-%2*/H65*2%"4)%,"56$6-6*2%06-(%*5'4'>65%
)*H*$'D>*4-%"5-6H6-6*2E%

g*1%,/*6F(-%"4)%$'F62-652%
5'>D'4*4-2%8'"2-*)%81%g3%
@>"/-D'/-%645$#)*Z

jB(*%$"/F*2-%/"6$%5*4-*/%64%-(*%
?46-*)%@-"-*2%81%-'44"F*l%"4)%
26-#"-*)%'4%"%/"6$%5'//6)'/%%%%%%
2D"4464F%5'"2-%-'%5'"2-%"5/'22%
-(*%?E@E%"4)%*N-*4)64F%,/'>%
3"4")"%-'%:*N65'

j]\+\\\m%"5/*2%',%T'/*6F4%
B/")*%n'4*%2D"5*

j;55*22%-'%-(/**%>"O'/%
64-*/2-"-*%(6F(0"12Z%%=UIkW+%
UIb\+%UI[VC

j;6/%5"/F'%,"56$6-6*2%"-%-(*%
g"42"2%36-1%U4-*/4"-6'4"$%
;6/D'/-

j;55*22%-'%-(*%$"/F*2-%4"H6F"8$*%
64$"4)%0"-*/0"1%=:Ai:@%
&6H*/%212-*>C

!9#6-*//*G%4'-*)%-("-%)*2D6-*%5("$$*4F*2%,"564F%-(*%*5'4'>1+%@>"/-D'/-%"4)%-(*%g"42"2%36-1%/*F6'4%
("H*%5'4-64#*)%-'%P6*$)%64Q#6/6*2%,/'>%8#264*22*2%64-*/*2-*)%64%*ND"4)64F%'/%/*$'5"-64F%,/*6F(-%
5"D"56-1E%%g3%@>"/-D'/-J2%B/"42D'/-"-6'4%A#-$''L%[\\V%2-"-*2+%do[\\V%06$$%$6L*$1%8*%"%5("$$*4F64F%
1*"/%,'/%8'-(%-(*%4"-6'4"$%*5'4'>1%"4)%-(*%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%64)#2-/1+%8#-%6-%06$$%8*%"%8''>64F%1*"/%
',%64-*/4"-6'4"$%8#264*22%64%[\\VE%;$$%2*F>*4-2%',%-(*%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%64)#2-/1%06$$%8*%",,*5-*)%81%
,#*$%D/65*2%"4)%"2%"%/*2#$-%-(*/*%06$$%8*%"%5'4-64#*)%2(6,-%64%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%>')*%,/'>%-/#5L%-'%/"6$E%
B(*%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%64)#2-/1%06$$%2**%-(*%64-*/4"-6'4"$%64-*/>')"$%5'4-"64*/%2(6D>*4-2%">'4F%-(*%
,"2-*2-IF/'064F%,/*6F(-%5"-*F'/6*2+%8''2-64F%8'-(%/"6$/'")%"4)%-/#5L64F%H'$#>*2Ef%%B(62%8')*2%0*$$%
,'/%g"42"2%36-1%"4)%-(*%/*2-%',%-(*%:ST3%/*F6'4+%>#5(%',%0(65(%62%F*'F/"D(65"$$1%26-#"-*)%"-%L*1%
$'5"-6'42%,'/%-/#5L%"4)%/"6$%5'//6)'/2E

F.#G6/.<6

B(*%("$,%)"1%8*,'/*%-(*%2-"/-%',%-(*%>**-64F%0"2%)*)65"-*)%-'%0'/L2('D2+%)*26F4*)%-'%(6F($6F(-%
2D*56P65%D/'O*5-2%'/%646-6"-6H*2E%!"/-656D"4-2%>'H*)%8*-0**4%-(*%2*226'42+%,'5#264F%'4%622#*2%',%
D"/-65#$"/%6>D'/-"45*%-'%-(*>E
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(DHIJ(8#'$C/%(97"0'&A

:"/1F/"5*%!"/L*/+%',%-(*%UIVW%3'//6)'/%3'"$6-6'4%)*25/68*)%D/'F/">%)*H*$'D>*4-%,'/%-(*%
3'"$6-6'4J2%T/*6F(-%;5")*>1E%%B(*%,'#4)"-6'4%,'/%-(*%D/'F/">%0"2%-'%D/'H6)*%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%
D$"44*/2%06-(%"%2'$6)%8"262%64%,/*6F(-I2D*56P65%D$"4464F%L4'0$*)F*E%%B(*%"5")*>1%0"2%"--*4)*)%k\%
2-"-*%<AB+%:!A+%"4)%!'/-%;#-('/6-1%/*D/*2*4-"-6H*2l%06-(%F#*2-%642-/#5-'/2%-("-%0*/*%5'>D/62*)%
',%*N*5#-6H*I$*H*$%D#8$65%"4)%D/6H"-*%2*5-'/%/*D/*2*4-"-6H*2E%B(*%5'#/2*%0"2%2-/#5-#/*)%"2%"4%
64-*42*%WI)"1%"5")*>1%"->'2D(*/*l%06-(%D/*I5'#/2*%"226F4>*4-2+%5$"22/''>%"5-6H6-6*2+%"4)%P6*$)%
H626-2E%%B(*%D/'F/">%0"2%0*$$%/*5*6H*)%81%D"/-656D"4-2%"2%0*$$%"2%F#*2-%$*5-#/*/2%"4)%D/'H6)*)%"%
H"$#"8$*%5'4)#6-%8*-0**4%D#8$65%2*5-'/%D$"44*/2%"4)%D/6H"-*%,/*6F(-%"5-6H6-6*2%"4)%2(6DD64F%
'D*/"-6'42E%

:ST3%/*D/*2*4-"-6H*2%"--*4)64F%-(*%0'/L2('D%*ND/*22*)%26F46P65"4-%64-*/*2-%64%*ND$'/64F%'D-6'42%
,'/%"%26>6$"/%D/'F/">%,'/%D$"44*/2%64%-(*%:ST3%/*F6'4%0('%"/*%*4F"F*)%64%,/*6F(-%"5-6H6-6*2E%%

!K8=(8#'$C/%(=+'"#$*C/.,6'

&"H6%!"H#$#/6%D/*2*4-*)%"%)"-"%"4"$1262%,/">*0'/L%,'/%-(*%:ST3%3$*"/64F('#2*%D/'O*5-%-'%*$656-%
,**)8"5L%"4)i'/%2#FF*2-6'42%,'/%>'H64F%,'/0"/)E%B(*%D/'O*5-%*>*/F*)%"2%"%/*2#$-%',%-(*%
5'>864"-6'4%',%D/'D'2"$2%5*4-*/*)%"/'#4)%-(*%,'$$'064F%,'#/%5'45*D-2Z%%6)*4-6P65"-6'4%',%")H"45*)%
-/"H*$*/%)*5626'4%D'64-2+%5'>86464F%2-"-*%2-"-65%5$'2#/*%64,'/>"-6'4+%/*"$%-6>*%-/"H*$*/%64,'/>"-6'4%
4**)2%',%-(*%-/#5L64F%64)#2-/1+%"4)%6)*4-6P65"-6'4%',%"$-*/4"-6H*%/'#-*2E%%B(*%-''$%0"2%0*$$%/*5*6H*)%
81%0'/L2('D%"--*4)**2E%%g*1%Q#*2-6'42%/"62*)%0*/*%64%/*F"/)%-'%0('%-(*%*4)%#2*/%0'#$)%8*%
=5'>>*/56"$%>'-'/%H*(65$*%'D*/"-'/2C%"4)%-(*%5'2-%"4)i'/%"H"6$"86$6-1%',%-(*%-''$+%"4)%('0%-(*%
-''$%5'#$)%8*%>"/L*-*)%=-/#5L%2-'D2+%-/#5L64F%'/F"46G"-6'42+%"4)%*H*4-2CE

!,+%$6%"%'()'#>.#&"*7'(!"*"C'&'*%

M/46*%.6--0*/+%',%:ST3+%,"56$6-"-*)%"%D*/,'/>"45*%>"4"F*>*4-%0'/L2('D+%0(65(%"6>*)%-'%F"-(*/%
64,'/>"-6'4%'4%-(*%,**$64F2%"4)%D/"5-65*2%',%-(*%2-"-*2%64%*H"$#"-64F%-(*%6>D"5-%',%>"O'/%
-/"42D'/-"-6'4%D/'O*5-2%"4)%8#264*22%*ND"426'4%D/'O*5-2%'4%-(*%>'H*>*4-%',%,/*6F(-%"5/'22%-(*%
/*F6'4E%%g*1%P64)64F2%645$#)*)Z

j :'2-%2-"-*2%("H*%2'>*%>*-(')%',%*H"$#"-64F%-(*%-/",P65%6>D"5-2%',%>"O'/%4*0%F*4*/"-'/2E

j :'2-%)'%4'-%2D*56P65"$$1%*2-6>"-*%,/*6F(-%6>D"5-2E

j T*0%>"L*%>#5(%*,,'/-%64%*H"$#"-64F%-(*%6>D"5-%',%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%D/'O*5-2%'4%-(*%
>'H*>*4-%',%,/*6F(-+%8*1'4)%-(*%4'/>"$%D/'O*5-%D$"4464F%*,,'/-2E

j B(*%F/'#D%-*4)*)%-'%"F/**%-("-%"%P6/2-%2-*D%64%-(*%D/'5*22%>6F(-%8*%)*P6464F%"%/*F6'4"$%
,/*6F(-%212-*>+%2'%-("-%-(*%4**)%,'/%*H"$#"-6'42%5'#$)%8*%>'/*%,'5#2*)E

j @*H*/"$%4'-*)%-(*%#2*%-(*1%0*/*%-/164F%-'%>"L*%',%4"-6'4"$$1%5'$$*5-*)%)"-"%'4%-/#5L%
>'H*>*4-2%"2%"%2'#/5*%',%D*/,'/>"45*%>*"2#/*>*4-E

j ;$$%"F/**)%-("-%"4%*,,'/-%-'%)*H*$'D%D/'5*22*2%,'/%*2-6>"-64F%-(*%6>D"5-%',%>"O'/%5("4F*2%
-'%-(*%-/"42D'/-"-6'4%'/%8#264*22%64,/"2-/#5-#/*2%'4%,/*6F(-%>'H*>*4-%0'#$)%8*%#2*,#$E%%%%%

!K8=(?#,7G()"#G$*C%
!/"H**4%@/6H"2-"H"+%',%3TU&M+%D/*2*4-*)%"4%#D)"-*%'4%-(*%:ST3%B/#5L%!"/L64F%@-#)1E%%B(*%
D/'8$*>%2-"-*>*4-%F#6)64F%-(*%/*2*"/5(%("2%8**4%,'5#2*)%"/'#4)%-(*%,"5-%-("-%0(6$*%-(*%>"O'/%
>*-/'%"/*"2%2*/H64F%-(*%:ST3%/*F6'4%2*/H*%"2%,/*6F(-%(#82%5'44*5-64F%-(*%/*F6'4%-'%-(*%/*2-%',%-(*%
5'#4-/1%H6"%M"2-I.*2-%"4)%^'/-(I@'#-(%5'//6)'/2+%-(*/*%62%"%>62>"-5(%8*-0**4%"H"6$"86$6-1%',%
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-/#5L%D"/L64F%,"56$6-6*2%"4)%">*46-6*2%"4)%2*/H65*2%"H"6$"8$*%"-%
*N62-64F%,"56$6-6*2E

.*8I8"2*)%-*5(4'$'F6*2%*4"8$*)%/*2#$-2%',%2#/H*12%"4)%64-*/H6*02%
-'%8*%2D"-6"$$1%"4"$1G*)%"4)%)'5#>*4-*)%'4%"4%'D*4I2'#/5*%
D$"-,'/>E%%B(*%2D"-6"$%"4"$1262%("2%/*2#$-*)%64%2*H*/"$%5'45$#26'42Z%%

]C%.*8I8"2*)%
-*5(4'$'F6*2%"4)%
'D*4%2'#/5*%9U@%
>"L*%6-%D'2268$*%-'%
*4("45*%-(*%
2-"L*('$)*/2%
D"/-656D"-6'4%64%
-/"42D'/-"-6'4%
/*2*"/5(l%[C%.*8I
8"2*)%9U@%)*H*$'D*)%
64%-(62%/*2*"/5(%
',,*/2%"%D$"-,'/>%-'%

5'$$*5-%,/*6F(-%/*$"-*)%F*'I2D"-6"$%)"-"+%H62#"$6G*%-(*%D/'8$*>%-/#5L%
D"/L64F%$'5"-6'42+%*4("45*%D#8$65%"4)%D/6H"-*%2-"L*('$)*/2%
5'>>#465"-6'4l%kC%B(*%>'2-%5'>>'4%D"/L64F%D/'8$*>%62%/*$"-*)%
-'%5"D"56-1l%YC%:"O'/%5"#2*2%,'/%-/#5L%D"/L64F%"/*%,'/%2-"F64F%
D#/D'2*2%"4)%8/*"L2%-'%5'4,'/>%-'%-(*%('#/2%',%2*/H65*%/*F#$"-6'4l%
"4)%WC%@'$#-6'42%2('#$)%8*%5'426)*/*)%64%-(*%5'4-*N-%',%,/*6F(-%
$'F62-652%"4)%'D*/"-6'42

!K8=(8#'$C/%(1.%%+'*'7G6!

;4)/*0%A8*/4*22*/+%3TU&M+%D/'H6)*)%"%D/'O*5-%#D)"-*%,'/%-(*%
'4F'64F%T/*6F(-%7'--$*4*5L2%2-#)1E%%9'"$2%',%-(*%2-#)1%"/*%-'%
6)*4-6,1%,/*6F(-%8'--$*4*5L2%'4%/*F6'4"$$1%26F46P65"4-%/'#-*2%"$'4F%
(6F(0"1+%/"6$+%"4)%D'/-%4*-0'/L2l%)*H*$'D%64H*4-'/1%',%D$"44*)%
"$$*H6"-6'4%D/'O*5-2+%"4)%/*5'>>*4)"-6'42%,'/%"))6-6'4"$%2'$#-6'42%
,'/%-(*%]\I2-"-*%:ST3%/*F6'4E

B(*%D/'O*5-%645$#)*)%"%$6-*/"-#/*%/*H6*0%',%/*$*H"4-%2-#)6*2+%
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